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new event Raid Solo: Dawn of the Aplips! Defeat his most feared warriors to earn new events specific Apokolips artifacts, full hero unlocks, Gear Reforges and more! Defeat the Darkseid boss and you earn all the mighty, event exclusive Artifact: Father Box! Show your Solo Raid status by earning exclusive profile portraits with every
completed Solo Raid difficulty! A limited time only and there must be a score level of 20 to play. Download Injustice 2 xapk (apk'obb) 714mb in APKPure APP v1.5.2 and install it in one click. Pre-registration now to get Catwoman on May 11th! Walking between hero and villain, thanks to her special ability, Catwoman gets the best rewards
and will be gifted during the first week of the launch only. Don't miss this limited offer. Injustice 2 is an unsaved DC-based action game, full of RPG mechanics. Gather and customize a huge list of DC heroes and villains, and play with friends to start your challenge. Injustice 2 is a super-powered sequel to the hit game Injustice: Gods
Among Us, allowing players to build up to the ultimate version of their favorite DC characters. With a massive selection of DC Super Heroes and Super-Villains, players can personalize iconic DC characters with unique and powerful gear earned throughout the game. In addition, for the first time gamers can take control of how their
characters look, fight and evolve in different modes of play. BEST FIGHTING MECHANICS ON MOBILE Injustice 2 is a huge leap forward in every possible way. Master new, dynamic combat controls that allow you to jump, duck, shoot projectiles, and perform epic Super Moves that has defined the injustice of combat. Each BATTLE
DEFINES YOU Injustice 2 apk expands on the previous title of a larger-than-life showdown. With each match, players earn gear to equip, customize and level their favorite DC Super Heroes and super-villains, which meaningfully affects not only how they look, but also how they fight. EPIC, CINEMATIC STORYLINE Injustice 2 continues
the story set in motion in Injustice: Gods among us. Set in the future, Batman and his allies are working towards putting parts of society back together, but fighting against those who will restore the Superman regime. In the midst of this chaos, a new threat emerges that will jeopardize the very existence of the Earth. MASSIVE ROSTER
OF DC CHARACTERS Players can of the largest DC roster ever offered in combat game, from classic fan favorites such as Batman, Superman, Supergirl, Flash, Aquaman, Wonder Woman and Blue Beetle to amazing new new как Atrocitus, Горилла Гродд и Deadshot.Page 2 Несправедливость: Боги среди нас 7.9 Warner Bros.
Международные предприятия Скачать XAPK DC Легенды: Борьба супергероев 8.4 Warner Bros. Международные предприятия Скачать APK MARVEL Будущий бой 8.8 Netmarble Скачать XAPK MARVEL Strike Force - Squad RPG 8.1 Сфера Загрузка XAPK Marvel конкурс чемпионов 8.6 Kabam Games, Inc. : Наследие
войны 8.4 nWay Inc. Скачать XAPK EA SPORTS UFC® 9.0 ELECTRONIC ARTS Скачать APK WWE Mayhem 9.1 Reliance Big Entertainment (Великобритания) Частная ограниченная загрузка XAPK Real Boxing 2 8.5 Яркие игры S.A. Скачать XAPK Тьма поднимается 8,4 NEXON компании Скачать APK в Badlands Blade
Battle 8.4 Reliance Big Entertainment (Великобритания) Частная ограниченная загрузка XAPK Ninja Черепахи : Легенды 8.6 Ludia Inc. Скачать XAPK MARVEL головоломки Квест: Присоединиться к битве супергероев! 8.6 D3 Go! Скачать XAPK DRAGON BALL - DOKKAN BATTLE 8.2 BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc.
Скачать APK MIB: Galaxy Defenders Бесплатный 3D Alien Gun Shooter 8.9 Sony Pictures Television Скачать XAPK DRAGON BALL LEGENDS 7.8 BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc. Скачать APK Real Steel World Robot Boxing 9.0 Reliance Big Entertainment (Великобритания) Частная ограниченная загрузка XAPK Сент-Сейя
Пробуждение: Рыцари Зодиака 7,5 ВАСЗУ (СИНГАПУР)PTE.LTD. Скачать XAPK Final Fighter 8.3 Цзя Ронг Технология Скачать XAPK World Robot Boxing 2 7.5 Reliance Big Entertainment (Великобритания) Private Limited Download XAPK Raid: Shadow Legends 7.2 Plarium Global Ltd Скачать XAPK Hero Hunters 7.9 Hothead
Games Скачать XAPK Король бойцов ALLSTAR 18.4 Netmarble Скачать XAPK War End Time Мобильный 7.9 Moyu игры Скачать APK Овердрайв II: Эпическая битва Stickman - Тень игры 2.0 GEMMOB Приключения Скачать XAPK Республика 8.3 Camouflaj , LLC Скачать XAPK WWE чемпионов 2020 8,6 Сфера Скачать
XAPK Звездные войны™ : Галактика героев 8,7 ELECTRONIC ARTS Скачать APK Терминатор Genisys: Будущая война 8.2 Pla LLC Скачать APK WWE Вселенной 7,6 Glu Скачать XAPK Ultimate Combat Robot 8.0 Reliance Big Entertainment (Великобритания) Private Limited Скачать XAPK Real Boxing - Борьба игры 9.2
Яркие игры S.A. Скачать XAPK Взрыв - Никогда не теряйте надежды 8.5 Rayark International Limited Download XAPK Чемпион Бокс Стали 8.4 Reliance Big Entertainment (Великобритания) Частная ограниченная загрузка XAPK Легенды Магия : Джаггернаут войны - рейд RPG игры 8.8 My.com B.V. Скачать XAPK NARUTO
X BORUTO NINJA VOLTAGE 8.5 BANDAI NAMCO Развлечения Inc. Скачать APK Мстители Войны: Герои VS Зомби 10.0 ЗЕУС ИГРЫ Скачать XAPK Spider :Герои против зомби 8.8 Луна Studios Скачать APK Brawlhalla 7.9 Ubisoft Развлечения Скачать XAPK Shadow Fight 3 9.0 NEKKI Скачать XAPK Робот Супер: Герой
Чемпионы FUNNII về XAPK Ngi Sao Quyền anh 9.0 FourThirtyThree Inc. Tải về XAPK Stormblades 9.0 Kiloo Tải về XAPK Download Injustice 2 apk and play on a mobile device. Injustice 2 is a DC-based combat video game developed by NetherRealm Studios and published by Warner Bros, where you can experience futuristic battles
with customizable DC superheroes and villains. Gameplay in Injustice 2, players compete in a one-on-one fight using characters from DC AND other third-party franchises. The game allows players to perform basic attacks, special moves and combos to try to hurt and knock out their opponent. The interaction of the environment, the stage
transitions, the collisions and character traits of the game are similar to Injustice: Gods among us. The gameplay is pretty simple. There are features such as Super Meter that allows players to perform advanced special moves or an evasive forward roll that provides a way to overcome enemy stay away tactics, or air recovery that allows
characters to avoid an opponent's combo early, etc. this game also introduces a loot-drop system known as the Gear System, which offers character-specific costume pieces and equipment with status-changing effects. Players can receive additional bonuses by equipping their characters with all five parts of one set of gears. The
equipment comes in three varieties: equipment, shaders, and abilities. The plot of The Injustice 2 begins after Superman of justice defeated Superman' One Earth Supreme Court nominee Superman. Since then, Batman and his rebels have been working to get together with the world. But the task is not easy, since there are still remnants
of the regime as well, they have to fight a new group of villains called Society, and the arrival of Brainiac. Game Characters There are a total of 28 basic game characters and 10 DLC (downloadable content) characters in Injustice 2 Android games. Darkseid was a pre-order bonus and then became available as a standalone DLC from
Fighter Packs, where you'll find 16 new playable characters, with 13 returning characters from the previous instalment. Features and details you can choose from one of the biggest selections of DC Super Heroes and super-villains ever offered in ccG combat game. Play classic fan-favorite characters - Batman, Superman, Wonder
Woman, Supergirl, Flash, Aquaman and Green Lantern, and amazing new villains like the Joker, Brainiac and Harley quinn from Suicide Squad. Earn amazing rewards from each fight. Use Premier Skins to change the look, voice, personality for the characters, and they even use the power of the base character. You can either earn it or
buy it using a crystal source. Create your own With friends to fight and defeat the ultimate boss, Brainiac. Interact with other players, communicate with Donate the shards of the hero, participate in raids, and more. Play against opponents from all over the world by entering PvP to become a champion.  Get access to exciting new
synergies, new shows and new champions in this Injustice 2 game. Injustice 2 is a superhero version of Black Dragon for Android and iOS mobile platforms. This popular combat game will certainly make players voyeuristic with fierce and fierce battles ever between Superman and dark forces. Injustice 2 is the superhero black dragon
version on the mobile phone for fans of DC Commic, perhaps no one knows about the injustices of the series orbiting the superhero world of DC. The author of this series is NetherRealm Studios - the father of the legendary Black Dragon Mortal Kombat. After the release of Injustice: Gods Among Us four years ago and great success,
Warner Bros. announced the release of the second version, Injustice 2, which many gamers are looking forward to. It wasn't until March last year that Injustice 2 opened on the iOS platform and was limited to the Philippine App Store, while Android users were only pre-registered and kept waiting. However, Android gamers now don't have
to wait for another point because Injustice 2 has officially opened to allow free download and experience. Injustice 2 for Android still has the presence of many famous superhero faces in DC comics such as Batman, Superman, Lightning, Lex Luthor, Wonder Woman... Therefore, since its launch, the game has gained an extremely large
fan base, however, the number of downloads quickly increased every day. The game features many iconic superheroes in the DC World storyline that followed the previous version of Injustice 2, continuing the story in Injustice: Gods Among Us. Meanwhile, Batman and his army have just defeated the Dictatorship of Superman. The Dark
Knight relentlessly seeks to engage a society that is divided while at the same time struggling with the remnants that accept the dream of restoring Superman's regime. Against this chaotic backdrop, a new threat emerged, putting the land at risk of destruction. This is the strength of the Society. In order to show new forces, society
expands to the world and destroy anyone who dares to fight them. Without any other way, Batman continues to prepare for a war somewhat fierce, more intense than the previous one. Video introducing Injustice 2 game for Android Enter This Injustice 2 Universe, gamers will unleash a powerful style of fighting superheroes or villains that
they love. Compared to its predecessor Gods Among Us, Injustice 2 has all new characters, exciting new modes, and a distinctive fighting and surveillance style. Specifically, this mobile version also brings a brand new Gear system to help players accumulate resources, experience on the battlefield and unlock powerful elements to equip
the character. Then, take your hero to the arena and become a DC warrior in a 3 vs. 3 superpower battle. Step into battle between superpowers Simple, flexible control mechanism Join the game, you will control a squad of 3 heroes or villains as you like. They may belong to different eras, so the Knight of Arkham Batman can be merged
with members of the Suicide Squad Harley quinn. Everything in Injustice 2 is controlled through touch and swipes. You press the screen to execute the attack, swipe up to kick and swipe down to hit and block the enemy's feet, bounce up to stay away from the enemy, swipe towards them to unleash a powerful horde. In addition, the game
is equipped with a block button on the left side of the screen and several action buttons in the bottom right corner. Each character has a special move. When this button is ready, it will appear at the bottom of the screen. The player will click to activate and inflict a lot of damage on the entire enemy. In addition, gamers can exchange
characters in the squad immediately by clicking on the portrait of the characters in the upper left corner of the screen. Characters can belong to different layers, strong weaknesses, so creating a balanced squad, supporting each other will be the key to victory. Upgrading warriors by equipping special items and relying on the injustice of the
2 star system to bring fire to the injustice of 2 mobile big leaps in every way, from Adding new characters, a flexible control system allows you to jump, dodge, release energy to perform super attacks Mover extremely useful, can turn the battle upside down at first sight. Injustice 2 brings the flame to Mobile Injustice 2 providing players with
different ways to create, update and develop a DC list of iconic characters. Upgrade with combined level and star rating systems, collecting unique symbols and equipment. The Gear system gives you a new look and also increases your health, ability and power. Fight to show your strength the image of the villain often acts as the enemy,
your opponent in the game (although you can fully use them as the main character). It is a class of characters that tends to negatively affect other characters. Villains are sometimes called villains. SongHua injustice 2 game download apk for android. injustice 2 game android apk
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